
Knight Rider
• Light-up eight LEDs, one at a time, in sequence from 

left to right

• A favourite effect from 1980s sci-fi TV shows
30 mins
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1. Objective
Back in the day, Hollywood loved to make things look 
futuristic by cycling a series of red lights from left to 
right.

Go to YouTube and search for “Knight Rider intro”, 
then “Cylon” to get the full effect. In fact, most of the 
car’s dashboard could probably be recreated using 
Arduinos and lots of LEDs!

You will make your own LED cycle effect.

2. Components list

3. Add the resistors

In addition to your Arduino and breadboard, this 
project requires the following:

8 x red LEDs

8 x 220 ohm resistors (red, red, brown)

9 x jumpers

4. Add the jumpers



Well done! You’re on your way to being a Hollywood movie special effects guru! 

How could you change the speed of the sequence? Take a look back at the setup() function. Rather than write 
out a separate line of code to initialise each pin, how could you do this with just three lines of code?

8. Challenge activities

Graphics created using Fritzing

5. Add the LEDs

Don’t forget to check whether your LEDs are inserted the 
correct way around, or they won’t light up.

6. Begin your Sketch

void setup() {
  // Initialise pins 1 to 8 for output
  pinMode(1, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(2, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(8, OUTPUT);
}

In the setup() function, each of the eight digital 
pinouts needs to be initialised.

There is a much more efficient way to do this. You 
can attempt it as part of the challenge activity at 
the end.

7. In the loop
void loop() {
  // Define the variable to store our currently
  // lit pinout
  int pinNumber;
  int delayMS = 50;

  // Start our sweep from right to left
  for (pinNumber = 1; pinNumber < 9; pinNumber++){
    digitalWrite(pinNumber, HIGH);
    delay(delayMS); 
    digitalWrite(pinNumber, LOW);
  }

  // When complete, sweep from left to right
  for (pinNumber = 8; pinNumber > 0; pinNumber--){
    digitalWrite(pinNumber, HIGH);
    delay(delayMS); 
    digitalWrite(pinNumber, LOW);
  }

The loop() function will contain two for loops. 
The first will light up and turn off each of the LEDs 
in turn from right to left. The second will do the 
same, but from left to right.

Two variables will be used:

• pinNumber is the Arduino pinout number, 
and will be changed on each iteration of each 
for loop

• delayMS is the time, in milliseconds, which 
each LED will stay lit for. 50 milliseconds is 
half a second.

The first for loop starts at pin 1, and increases by 
one on each iteration whilst less than 9 (we are 
not using pin 9, so it needs to stop at pin 8).

The second loop starts at pin 8 and counts down 
by one on each iteration whilst greater than zero.

Upload to the Arduino when complete.


